
















































































































































































































































































































＊4  Strathern, Andrew & Pamela Stewart, 1998, ; Meigs, Anna S. 1984 & 1987 参照。


































やヤム芋祭宴で登場した舞踏者は yena-ma と minja-ma
とに双分されていた。これは儀礼主催クランの類別的
兄弟が、まず長男が yena-ma となると、次男が minja-
ma となり、次いで三男が再び yena-ma となるように、

























＊6  Douglas, Mary 1975: p. 70.
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Reconstruction of the Folk-logic on the Couvade, Washing of New-Born Baby, and Treatment of 
Afterbirth:
A Case Study of the Customs about the Fostering of the Babies Among the Kwoma, East Sepik, 
Papua New Guinea
Toru KAMIMURA
Kobe City College of Nursing
ABSTRACT
　The purpose of this paper is to reconstruct the folk-logic embedded in the customs of the fostering of the new–born baby among the Kwoma, 
Papua New Guinea. When a baby is delivered, his father must perform the couvade as a social act. This is why the husband is also thought to 
decrease extremely the life-substances, when his wife delivers. In fact it is said publicly that the married couple will decrease their life-substances 
simultaneously, corresponding with the drift-tendency of dual splitting among the localized clans, the village districts and the ceremonial 
organization, although it is different from the real dual organization among the Arapesh , an ethnic group living in the northern part of the 
Kwoma. Moreover, the birth-ritual among the Kwoma is performed successively from the washing of new-born baby to the burial of afterbirth. 
On the other hand, their funeral is performed consecutively from the washing of dead’s body to the burial. In spite of same ceremonial elements 
in both rituals, its successive sequences are reversed. The meaning of this reversal seems to represent that on the one hand, the funeral is a process 
moving from the present world toward the other world, but on the other hand, the child birth is a process moving from the outside to the inside. 
In this way the new born comes from the other world into the present world and the afterbirth, being a metaphor of his death, is buried to return 
back into the earth. On the other hand, the dead person travels moving to the mountain woods where the ancestral spirit is believed to live as a 
being with the clean bone and pure soul, washing off any putrefied flesh and blood. Then, the new born baby, since his afterbirth is planted in the 
ground of his grandmother’s cooking house, which is the most central point of his own agnatic family line, will stay at his own agnatic family 
line, without traveling out of his social group. 
Keywords：washing of new-born baby, treatment of afterbirth, folk-logic, Papua New Guinea
